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1.5 stars This is a story that I can not even complain about how much disappointed me ... I took it because I just wanted a nice, quick reading to just clear my mind for the next earth-shattering story that happened to come my way! So yes, I just wanted to read something fluffy! Something that will just leave me with a
stupid smile on my face, and that I'll mostly forgot the next week.... o_OInstead got a novel capable of emaciting my inner feminist... not that it needs 1.5 stars This is a story that I can not even complain about how much disappointed me ... I took it because I just wanted a nice, quick reading to just clear my mind for the
next earth-shattering story that happened to come my way! So yes, I just wanted to read something fluffy! Something that will just leave me with a stupid smile on my face, and that I'll mostly forgot the next week.... o_OInstead got a novel capable of emaciting my inner feminist... not that she needs to be aroused a lot ...
but, *you know!* Okay, this story, _how I should say this _ could have been written in the fifties, sixties.... Eighties!!! That's how it's dated it feels! But, no, apparently it was written at the end of the twentieth century, em 1996! I don't understand! o_O Is this a veiled attack on feminism? The main characters are board card
stereotypes, the worst that most Harlequin characters have books that I read about two decades ago! Daisy our main character, who is a free spirit, and who as such, uses long dresses and a strange-looking hat, is a painter ... well, she was a teacher who decided to quit her job to pursue her dream ... Many years later,
he is still trying to survive, and things don't look good. Now Daisy our free spirit during the book will see how important it is to change her way of being... because she was just childish... She will not have a problem with the wedding because of difficulties with money.. Changing the way she dresses... Basically *growing



up* until her mindset almost suits her husband's way of seeing things...* That's me reading this....*.... minus the loop ring... or horns... or fur... but the expression of the eyes looks good!!! Then there was the ass, which could and should have been arrested, because of sexual harassment, but which she endured until the
end. In fact, most of the women that, where presented here, were seen as weak flowers... and the ones that didn't, were just nasty b*****s! The good woman in this book is the type of little wife who stays at home and who is kept by her husband. Of course she is a pretentious type, and she has all the adjacent stereotypes
that come with this role. But check it out: She's so amazing that she's even able to predict when she'll get sick, so she cares about all the bills, and all the things that was to do, in order to poor little dark, musing, sexy husband her will not have to overtire up! Isn't she gorgeous??? Then she has this amazing amazing it
makes all the people around her go crazy.. As for her husband, he got a really round, amazing body to go with the deal... honestly, I lost track, how many times that word (round) appeared! As for her, she got security from her marriage. Yay.... If none of the above gets on your nerves, then go ahead and read! Its pretty
quick to read.... But if that bothers you.. better skip this one! Honestly, if it was a Cinderella Deal I just continue to keep the company's wicked stepmother! Author Official website bookdepository.co.uk ... more Unabridged Audiobook Written by: Jennifer Crusie Narrate By: Susan Boyce Date: January 2010 Duration: 5
hours 59 minutes Daisy Flattery is a free spirit with a soft spot on stray and a weakness for a good story. Why else would she agree to the outrageous charade offered by her buttoned-up workaholic neighbor, Linc Blaise? The history professor must have fianc'e to capture his dream job, and Daisy is a game to play this
role. But on the way to the altar, something funny happens, which changes everything. Now, with midnight approaching an hour, will Daisy lose her prince, or will opposites not only attract, but live happily ever after? Find the best Quotes by Jennifer Crusie, The Cinderella Deal with images from our collection at
QuotesLyfe. You can download, copy and even share it on Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Linkedin, Pinterst, Reddit, etc. Available photos of Jennifer Crusie, Cinderella Deal quotes can be used as a mobile phone or desktop wallpaper or screensaver. © 2020 www.quoteslyfe.com All Rights Reserved. Tips for Staying
Positive QuotesLyfe | October 23, 2020 Why Parenting Styles Matter when Raising Children QuotesLyfe | October 23, 2020 The Importance of Sport in Our Lives QuotesLyfe | October 23, 2020 Time Value: How much is your time really worth? QuotesLyfe | October 28, 2020 New Year QuotesLyfe | October 23, 2020
How to Overcome Jealousy in a QuotesLyfe Relationship | October 23, 2020 The Importance of Father in the QuotesLyfe Family | 23 October 2020 The Importance of Education in Life and Society QuotesLyfe | October 23, 2020, how much sleep we really need QuotesLyfe | October 25, 2020 Tips for Anger Management
QuotesLyfe | 23 October 2020 What is global warming? Facts and information! QuotesLyfe | October 26, 2020 How to Deal With Negative Thoughts (Healthy Way) QuotesLyfe | October 28, 2020 Reasons Why Marriage Is So Important QuotesLyfe | October 22, 2020 How Technology Changed Our Lives QuotesLyfe |
October 28, 2020 Simple Ways to Overcome Depression and Sorrow QuotesLyfe | October 22, 2020 Charging want more? Advanced embedding of details, examples, and help! Cinderella Deal Cinderella Deal Cinderella © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. its branches before departure ... Check out the bestselling books of
all time See the New York Times bestseller list bestselling author Jennifer Crusie brings humor and and Magic for this contemporary romance about a match with a dubious beginning, which is designed for a fairytale ending. Daisy Flattery is a free spirit with a soft spot for strays and a weakness for a good story. Why else
would she agree to the outrageous charade offered by her buttoned-up workaholic neighbor, Linc Blaise? The history professor needs a makeshift bride to secure her dream job, and Daisy needs a short-term gig to support her painting career. And so the Cinderella Agreement is born: Daisy will transform into Linca's
original fiancée, and after midnight they part, without glass slippers. But something funny happens on their way to make-believe happiness, as false engagement unexpectedly spirals into an actual wedding. Now that Linc and Daisy have got married and under one roof, what started out as a game is starting to seem real ,
and people who seem so bad to each other realize that they can really be okay. New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Crusie brings humor and magic stories to this contemporary romance match made anywhere but in heaven, but destined for a fairytale ending. Daisy Flattery is a free spirit with a soft spot for
strays and a weakness for a good story. Why else would she agree to the outrageous charade offered by her buttoned-up workaholic neighbor, Linc Blaise? The history professor must have a bride to capture his dream job, and Daisy is the game to play this role. But on the way to the altar, something funny happens,
which changes everything. Now, with midnight approaching an hour, will Daisy lose her prince, or will opposites not only attract, but live happily ever after? Back to top Visit other sites on Penguin Random House Network
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